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Abstract
This paper sought to assess the role of artisanal and small-scale mining in poverty alleviation, focusing on Barn mining area ward 25 Matopo (Matabeleland South Province). The study adopted a mixed method approach in data collection, comprising the use of questionnaires, interview guides, observation tools and focus group discussions. The study found that ASM contributes to income generation and employment creation and has become a major source of livelihood in many mineral resource endowed areas of Zimbabwe. It was concluded that ASM as an economic activity has improved livelihoods as the income affords the miners an improved standard of life in addition to the ability to buy agricultural inputs and sending their children to school. However, several challenges associated with ASM were identified. These
include lack of financial and institutional assistance, gold wars and other unfound agreements made between miners and claim owners. Loss of life in mine accidents, spread of sexually transmitted diseases are some of the negative impacts identified. The study recommended that for the benefits of ASM to be realised in terms of poverty alleviation, ASM activities should be decriminalized and financial support availed to miners.
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1. **Introduction**

Worldwide there has been an exponential growth in the number of people involved in artisanal and small scale mining. Estimates indicate that 10 to 15 million workers are engaged in the sector globally and over 100 million people are indirectly dependent on it (World Bank, 2009). Scholarly research agrees that there are about 9 million ASM operators in Africa and about 54 million people whose livelihoods depend on the sector (Ledwaba & Nhlengetwa, 2016; Persaud et al., 2017). A significant proportion of people in Southern Africa are pushed into small-scale mining by their circumstances; poverty and unemployment (Van Straaten, 2000; Hilson, 2007). However, in the event of small-scale mining entrepreneurs, literature postulates that small-scale mining entrepreneurs are constituted of retrenched, unemployed and seasonal employees and some former mine workers (Hentschel et al., 2002). A report by the World Bank 2008 noted that all over the world, small-scale mining employs a considerable number of indigenous people in rural communities. As a result the sector plays a very critical role in addressing unemployment and poverty in rural areas. In Zimbabwe, unemployment is one of the biggest problems facing the government coupled with changing climate characterised by unpredictable rainfall patterns that negatively affect agricultural output. As economic instability has left limited employment opportunities in the formal sector, ASM has increasingly become an important alternative source of income especially in resource rich areas. Agricultural production has decreased partly due to climate change effects as characterised by unpredictable rainfall patterns amongst other things. The poor rainfall patterns have created a disjuncture between subsistence farmers and their expectations. One of the features of Zimbabwe’s economy is the growth in ASM. The dependence on gold panning as an activity in Zimbabwe has seen a significant increase in recent years. World Bank (2013) highlighted that 84% of the population in the rural areas of Zimbabwe is below the national poverty line with underemployment and low agricultural productivity being the main contributors. With also the emergence of the land reform program by the government, communities have emerged haphazardly into virgin land where abandoned mines existed. This has led to the scrambling for the gold deposits thus intensifying gold panning (Shoko and Veiga, 2004).

2. **Unpacking the Concept and Practice of Artisanal and Small Scale Mining in Zimbabwe**

ASM is an informal sector employment strategy that has taken root in recent years in Zimbabwe this was on the backdrop of high poverty and unemployment levels triggered by years of economic meltdown. It has been used as a poverty alleviation strategy and an enhancement of livelihoods. Buxton (2013) defines ASM as those activities that exploit
mineral deposits (with the combination of geologic, physical and chemical characteristics) that allows for simplified forms of exploration, extraction, processing, and transportation. It is a form of mining in which the exploration and exploitation phases can occur simultaneously and in which all phases of the mining cycle can involve low capital intensive and high labour-intensive technology. ASM can involve men and women working on an individual basis as well as those working in family groups, in partnership, or as members of cooperatives or other types of legal associations and enterprises (OECD, 2016). It is common for work groups of three to twelve individuals, sometimes in family units, to share tasks at one single point of mineral extraction. At the organisational level, groups of 30 to 300 miners are common, extracting jointly one mineral deposit for example working in different tunnels, and sometimes sharing processing facilities. ASM activities are quite diverse, sometimes illegal or informal and often barely tolerated by regulatory authorities especially when they are illegal. Other ASM activities can be seasonal or year-round, long-term or following a boom-and-bust cycle (Buxton, 2013). The exploitation of natural resources, including minerals, plays an important role in connecting remote resource frontiers to the global centre (Hayter et al., 2003). Economic and agrarian transitions are occurring throughout the world in response to the impacts of climate change and economic policies. Akram–Lodhi and Kay (2009) suggest that these changes can be studied at the individual, community and regional levels. In Zimbabwe, artisanal small scale gold mining has intensified due to increasing poverty levels, unemployment and perennial drought occurrences. ASM has been adopted as part of a coping strategy to minimize the negative effects of economic hardships and drought (Hayes and Perks, 2012). Artisanal mining is potentially more lucrative than agriculture, gaining momentum in the past two decades in Zimbabwe (Mabhena, 2012).

There are several challenges emanating from ASM. The livelihood conditions of rural populations have gradually deteriorated due to the instability of their income from farming outputs. To try and deal with this socio-environmental change and meet the households’ expectations, most local farmers, including the multitudes of unemployed youth in Barn are experiencing an exodus into artisanal gold mining activities. Although poverty persists in the area, artisanal gold mining has been adopted in the area as a source of income generation. This research focused on Barn area, linking ASM activities to poverty alleviation in the area.

Barn Ward 25, is an area in Matabeleland South of Zimbabwe. The area was formerly an A2 farming zone predominantly occupied by white commercial farmers. However with the resettlement scheme that took place in Zimbabwe, the area was opened up for resettlement of black communities. The area lies along the great dyke belt with concentrations of gold. Bani area has experienced an increase in ASM activities in the backdrop of high poverty levels. Scoones (2015) highlighted that in the drier parts of Masvingo and Matabeleland South, ASM is widespread and essential for livelihoods. In this study ASM and gold panning are going to be used interchangeable as they mean the same activity. The role of small-scale mining as the backbone of some local economies is seen to facilitate the development of complementary, sustainable, revenue generating activities, which may serve as a source of finance for local investors to run their small businesses (Hentschel et al., 2015).

According to Chupenzi et al., (2009), evidence suggests that ASM is being used to produce
income to provide for basic needs such as food, children’s education, health care, clothing, and shelter, most being important components of the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs). However, the benefits may not be spread equitably among men and women in a community and are context-dependent. This is because gold-bearing rock in some mining sites may become increasingly difficult to access (EARF, 2018). This has led to some studies in other African settings having shown that ASM may actually lead to a decline in income (World Bank, 2008). The decline in income being mainly attributed to the low amount of gold that is recovered during the extraction processes.

3. Description of Study Area

The study area of Barn area, ward 25 in Matopo District is principally a rural province renowned mainly for cattle rearing owing to its semi-arid climate. The area is also agro-based having farming produce as the main source of livelihood for the resettled communities. Barn area Ward 25 has Mangwe bordering it to the west, Umzingwane and Gwanda districts to the east and to the north Bulawayo City and Umguza District. Shashe River forms the southern boundary and serves as a natural border between Zimbabwe and Botswana. Apart from Shashe River the district also has four other perennial rivers, namely Shashane, Hovi, Mwewe and Mhabhinyana rivers. Matopo District is made up of 25 wards divided into Northern and Southern regions. The wards are a mixture of communal areas taking up to 49% of the total area in the district and the rest are resettlements. Some people however have made a shift to artisanal and small-scale gold mining in the area. Rainfall patterns in this area are very erratic since the area lies in a semi-arid area classified under agro-ecological Region IV. Droughts and a lack of economic opportunities have resulted in widespread poverty in Matopo.

4. Methodology

The study adopted a mixed method approach which is a hybrid of both qualitative and quantitative research methods. Mixed method can be described as a type of research design in which a researcher or team of researchers combines elements of qualitative and quantitative research approaches for the purposes of breadth and depth of understanding and collaboration (Johnson et al., 2007). This method was chosen because of its methodological benefits such as the balance in objectivity and scientific rigour. Qualitative research focuses on the collection and analysis of full, rich and contextual data about a phenomenon (Limb and Dwyer, 2001). Quantitative research design focuses on the analysis and presentation of precise, theory informed numerical information (Johnson et al., 2007). When qualitative and quantitative research strategies are combined in a single research, the advantages of each methodology complements the other, making a stronger research design which results to more valid and reliable findings (Bowen, 2002). The main quantitative technique that was applied in this study was the questionnaire survey while the main qualitative techniques applied were focus group discussions, interviews and observations. Qualitative data on the other hand supported the exploratory nature of this research because the study sought to discover new insights and ideas on the impact of gold panning on poverty alleviation. The qualitative data gave a contextual interpretation of the data collected when it was analysed.
and presented in the form of graphs and pie charts.

The target population for this study included small-scale miners from the Barn mining area, Ward 25 inhabitants, Matopo Rural District Council officials, Environmental Management Agency officials, Ministry of Mines and Mineral Development and other key informants which the researchers incorporated during the study. Convenience sampling was used to select artisanal miners and community members to interview based on their proximity to where ASM activities occur. Dornyei (2007) defined convenience sampling as a method where a sample of a target population is selected based on certain criteria such as expenses on the researcher, geographical proximity, accessibility and availability at a certain time. This method was utilized for the research due to the nomadic nature of artisanal miners and their unwillingness to participate in the study. Also the method was chosen because the researcher knew at hand her objectives and only interviewed those people who would help her achieve the set goals. The miners are the ones on the ground and earning an income through ASM hence they were likely to give reliable information on the role of ASM in poverty alleviation. The emphasis of this study was to get an in-depth insight on the role of ASM in poverty alleviation.

The population size of the panners in the study area was approximately one-hundred and fifty at the time of the study. A representative sample of fifty gold panners, a third of the population was selected for the sample as the results were more likely to be accurate as the sample had more representatives. Snowball sampling was used in identifying the panners where by an identified respondent lead to the next one. This is because ASM activities are predominantly illegal. Therefore this technique was preferred as it allowed access to informants who are otherwise difficult to access without guidance. From the fifty miners, ten were engaged into a focus group discussion session while forty responded to questionnaires.

The researchers also incorporated five community leaders such as the district administrator, chiefs, headmen, community health officer, community development head and headmasters in close proximity to the mine. Purposive sampling was used in selecting these officials on the basis of their relevance, appropriateness and importance to the study. These were included as the target groups because they are part of development committees in their areas. The study also targeted the local people in large number because they are the ones who are directly or indirectly affected by the impacts of the mining activities. Thus, the participation of local people in a huge number provided various perceptions and views over ASM in their area. Also the involvement of three EMA staff members was important to the study because they oversee the operations of any mining activity in the district. The data captured from the questionnaires was analysed using Statistical Package for the Social Sciences version 25 (SPSS version 25). This helped to produce graphs, tables and pie-charts for presentation. Qualitative data in the form of field notes through observation and interviews was coded and analysed using thematic analysis. The final output was presented in the form of texts and direct quotes from key informants, community leaders and local community members.

The research observed privacy, secrecy and confidentiality of the information given by participants. The consent process ensured that all participants voluntarily took part in this
study with the full knowledge of risks and benefits as they were explained to them. Ethical principles are complied with as they serve to safeguard the dignity, right, safety and wellbeing of all the participants in the research (Babbie and Mouton, 2002; cited in; Luci, 2012). Ethical considerations are general guidelines that commits the researcher to protect the rights of the participant. Suttiel (2006) pointed out that, research ethics refer to ethical considerations which are guidelines that demand an adherence by the researcher in order to protect the rights of the participant. The researcher made it clear to the participants that participation in the study was purely on a voluntary basis. No threats or some form of incentives were used to coerce participants. Prior to interviews informed consent was sought from individual participants.

5. Results and Discussion

The main method of mining in Barn mining area is open shaft mining. The majority of the small-scale miners do not have valid mining licenses, but operate illegally. Most of the employed miners work for mine claim owners. The findings through researcher observation indicated that the miners use simple tools such as head pans, shovels, pick and axes. Some who have licences use modern equipment such as excavators to clear the land these are usually sponsored miners.

The demographic profile of the gold panners included age, gender, educational profile and area of origin of the respondents. The age aspect showed that most of the gold panners are between the ages 18 to 50 with most of them having basic education. Most of the panners are between the ages 25-34, and Kori (2006) attributed the prevalence of a young age and the male sex to the physical demands of gold panning activities. Most of the people in this age group are failing to be absorbed into the formal sector in terms of employment in industries as Zimbabwe is already facing economic hardships. On gender, men are the ones who are directly involved in the panning activities with a few special cases of women. Women were seen to be more involved in buying and selling of the mineral, clothes and food. The absence of men who are of the age fifty+ and a few cases of women actively involved in the mining activities maybe because of the migratory and nomadic nature of ASM including the harsh working conditions which require physically able bodied populace. The majority of the female respondents during the focus group discussions stated that they had many dependants to take care of and that they are married so they needed to take care of their homes. Dreschler (2001) asserted that the ASM sector is well known for its male dominance nature because of the physical nature of the activity and the fact that women’s access to social, financial, knowledge and time is dominated by men.

The study results showed that the local community have a few economic benefits hence there is little to no economic development in the area because of mining. This is because the miners do not pay tax to the area chief and most of the claim owners are not indigenous to Matopo. As a result whatever profit that they get is invested in areas where they come from. Some of the gold panners in Matopo come from as far as Kwekwe, Chegutu, Shurugwi, Filabusi, Nkayi and Maphisa just to mention a few places. Also there are some unfound laws in sharing of the profits. The agreement of sharing profits state that from the ore extracted,
fifty percent is for the claim owner, thirty percent is for the sponsor whilst the remaining twenty percent is for the panners to share. If miners are lucky they mostly profit from what they call “njumba”, which is the molten ore that they steal during processing.

According to the responses of the gold panners and the households during focus group discussions, ASM is providing the locals in Barn with employment and a source income that caters for most domestic needs. Their involvement in ASM is so as to support household expenditures by buying soaps and clothes for children, paying their school fees and buying agricultural inputs. Those involved in both ASM and agriculture are now affording to invest their panning proceeds into farming by buying seeds, fertilisers and herbicides so as to improve their agricultural output.

ASM poses a significant capacity of accumulating wealth on households as they are managing to cater for their own needs without struggling, they are now able to earn decent living, sustaining their livelihoods from mining or buying and selling gold. Though it depends on the hardworking as well as luck of the gold panners, one of the respondents during the focus group discussions said that, they can get from (200 Bond dollars) per week on a good week and can feed themselves and their families. ASM has become a major source of income however it lacks the permanent security in accumulating wealth. Some of the gold panners in the focus group discussion characterised it as uncertain, one can get today and feed his family but it doesn’t mean that they will get it all the time. One of the respondents said

“Gold panning goes by luck one can get the gold or spend months without getting anything. ASM has had a domino effect in the local economic activities” (FGD Respondent 5, 12 September 2018).

Some of the businesses rising because of ASM in Barn include taxis, second hand clothes shops, tuck-shops, bars, and food outlets. These people are making a great deal of profits from heavy spending of the artisanal and small-scale gold miners. ASM also has the potential to create local purchasing power and increase in demand of locally produced goods and services which includes tools, food, housing and infrastructure. The results show that from the respondents, 22% believed that the tuck shops that have been opened up in the area were as a result of ASM activities. Whilst 20% alluded the taxi businesses to ASM. The pie chart shows that many other businesses have stemmed up in Barn because of the gold panning. People can now buy food and clothes without the worry of going to the closest town which in this case is Bulawayo. Small businesses are becoming sources of income and entrepreneurship.

The majority of the household gold miners argued that, though they can feed their family the sector has little to do with their self-reliance and cope with the challenges they face. The sector has little to do in building more secure and resilient livelihoods for the majority household gold miners in the village as far as it failed in enabling them to get sufficient access to assets and cope with stress and shocks. It is more of a short-term and consumption oriented activity. The main challenge being the lack of financial and legal assistance as the activity is dominated by illegal miners. Also it is getting more and more difficult to reach the ore.
Most respondents believed that small-scale mining has contributed to development in their communities in terms of provision of water. In the mining communities, some feeder roads have been constructed to link mining sites. These roads are now being used not only as a link to mining sites but also to transport to the people, goods and services. Small-scale mining has also promoted trade in Barn. The influxes of migrants as well as local miners into the studied communities have also impacted positively on trading and other commercial activities. Traders particularly food vendors and drink sellers usually make high sales when miners are making progress. The responses from participants revealed similar results by the International Institute for Environment and Development (2013) that small-scale mining provide jobs and income for twenty to thirty million of the world’s poorest people and supports the livelihoods of five times that number. Thus, artisanal and small-scale mining employs ten times more people than large-scale mining and serves as a means of rural development.

The community leadership in Barn highlighted that mining operations in ASM are useful in basic skill development and contribute to the transformation of unskilled labour into semi-skilled and skilled workers. Because of low barriers to entry in terms of capital needs and formal educational requirements, small-scale mining operations offer excellent opportunities for the development of indigenous entrepreneurs. In many rural areas where white collar jobs are non-existing and the available jobs are of low paying, the only means of survival for the majority is to take up employment in the small-scale mining sector.

However when the leadership in the Barn area was interviewed they felt that development in terms of infrastructure brought in by ASM was not enough. Some attributed this to the gold panners being from other areas. They claimed that whatever profits the gold panners made, they were taking it back to their areas of origin. Gold panners in Barn were also not paying taxes as most of them are illegal therefore it’s difficult to do a follow up and have them pay tax that will help in development such as establishing schools and clinics.

Artisanal and small scale miners are faced with many health and safety risks. First and foremost the miners do not have the appropriate clothing to be working in the shafts. Air pollutions through blasting and dust fumes adversely affect the health and well-being of gold miners as well as communities residing around. Health risks with the activities of ASM which includes exposure to dust, effects of noise and vibration, effects of poor ventilation puts the lives of miners at risk.

Inadequate roof supports result in cave-ins leading to high risks of accidents in pits and underground areas. Gold miners dig holes 5-20 meters even kilometers, and try to enlarge them in different directions hoping to increase their chances of getting gold. Wooden logs are used to balance the pulley system that lowers the miners into the pits. Community leaders in the interviews said they have heard of many cases of gold panners who perish in shafts. These results were in agreement with Akabzaa and Darimani (2001) who highlighted that most of the accidents in gold panners’ mining activities are caused by unsafe mining conditions. Other gold panning related health risks include skin disease, diarrhoea from poor sanitation and Sexually Transmitted Diseases (STDs) and HIV/AIDS. Gold miners are vulnerable to high incidence of STDs and HIV/AIDS due to high prevalence of prostitution in
the area. The availability of the young and sexually active in addition to their mobility contribute to the spread of sexually transmitted diseases. M’pele (2002) confirms that having the combination of the young and very mobile population has contributed to the increase of HIV/AIDS.

Another issue is that only the indigenous community respondent has access to shelter while the migrant gold miners live in temporary houses made of plastics. This exposes the miners to poor sanitary conditions as they do not have toilets and water sources. This in turn exposes the miners and the people to hygiene related diseases such as cholera and typhoid. In most cases, the miners build shacks using sticks and plastics and it is barely habitable for any human being, with no water sources and ablution facilities on site. ASM as a livelihood strategy has higher environmental costs than the large scale mining. The number of individual polluters from ASM has significant impacts on the environment. ASM creates negative environmental impacts on physical environment during its different stages of exploration, processing and closure (Hilson, 2000). As in most cases of other mining communities, ASGM in Barn area has environmental problems. The area is exposed to land degradation, deforestation, landscape destruction and soil erosion. Through observation the researcher observed that the miners are causing land degradation. Gold miners open mining pits which pose risks to livestock and wild life resource in the area. When surveying for gold massive areas of forest land is cleared leaving the soils bare and uncovered and a disturbing the ecosystem balance in the area. During the study 73% of the miners said they felt the land was extremely degraded especially by clearing land, digging pits and leaving the pits uncovered. One of the miners responded by saying:

“We are very mobile, we are after money and because the work we do is illegal we do not have time to be covering pits and planting trees. When we do not find anything we move on to the next are leaving pits everywhere as you can see for yourself” (Artisanal miner, focus group discussion Barn, 15 September 2018).

On shelter, most of them live where they work. They dig pits very close to each other with rocks from excavation left on the surface. Most of the trees and plants show a brownish colour from the dust particles from the mining operations. There is poor waste management with bottles and papers scattered on the ground.

Air pollution in the area is mainly in particulate matter that is emissions of black smoke, dust, noise and vibration. All fine dust at a high level of exposure has the potential to cause respiratory diseases and also increases the condition of people with asthma and arthritis. Dust from gold mining operations has a high silica content, which has been responsible for silico-tuberculosis in the mining area (Akabzaa and Darimani, 2001). The release of dust through digging and clearing of land cover are some of the causes of atmospheric impacts of small-scale that was noted during field work. From the miners’ responses 60% of the miners seemed to think that the air pollution was low, while 40% said it was moderate. However from the time of arrival the researcher observed that the air pollution especially with dust particles was extreme in the blasting zones.

It was noted that small-scale miners are moving very close to roads, thereby putting people’s
lives at risk. Some respondents revealed that footpaths leading to their respective farms are being blocked by the miners during their operations, without any alternative. These findings can equally be related to the findings of the Centre for Development Studies (2004), that small-scale mining sector is strongly associated with widespread land degradation, loss of biodiversity, natural resources and deforestation. Akabzaa and Darimani (2001) also came out with similar findings when they revealed that, extensive areas of land and vegetation in Tarkwa mining area in Ghana. The main economic challenges that were raised by the miners during focus group discussion were financial problems in creating sustainable livelihoods within the ASM mining. The lack of organisational and legal support and micro-credits negatively affects ASM activities. The government and NGOs view ASM as illegal and informal hence there is no financial support which then poses a great challenge for the sector's role in enhancing the sustainable livelihoods of the rural community.

“The major challenge is that we do not have any support from the government or NGOs. The only thing that the Government does in this area is send the police and EMA officials to arrest those of us who do not have mining licences. As for now we do not have money to get licences. As for now my sister we wish we could get support from the Government and loans to support our activities” (Artisanal miner, focus group discussion, 15 September 2018)

Miners process their activities using basic tools such as shovels and picks and these are inadequate with the nature of the work that is done. Gold miners claimed that they lack the financial capacity to afford mechanised technology. Such constraints limit the extraction capacity of the miners in turn cutting down the profits that they could make if they had mechanised technology so they believe.

It was also noted that the gold miners are always vulnerable to different social problems. This is because there is no strong organizational support for ASM and no one has responsibility in the sector. During the survey, the gold miners were hiding themselves in fear of the researcher in case they were military, law enforcement or EMA officials. According to the ward leadership, the government has been using military forces in areas where ASM is being practised. The military is used to maintain peace when gold wars erupt. Thus, gold miners not only lose trust among each other but also among military forces in the area. As majority of the illegal gold panners stated, military forces and the actions they take is another main problem in their daily mining activity. One of the miners had this to say:

“My sister we do not trust new faces here, especially people we see carrying papers like you. Sometimes we have people investigating this area so that they know how much money we make, some want to make arrests so we are never sure of your intentions” (Artisanal miner 8, 15 September 2018)

It was also noted that illegality and lack of institutional support from the government also creates major problem in service provision activities by the local government. The gold panners complained during the focus group discussion that the only presence of the government in the area is to arrest them instead of supporting them. Another major issue that emerged is that most of the gold panners are into drugs such as marijuana and most of them take home brewed beer called “isikokiyana” and these get them highly intoxicated. The
reason being small-scale mining is regarded as a hazardous activity, therefore majority of the miners take addictive and stimulant drugs to enable them work beyond their limits. From the survey 15% of the respondents admitted to using drugs.

In addition, there is a high rate of crimes and insecurity. The leadership at Barn have complained that the panners have reportedly committed crimes of rape and house breaking. Most of these crimes were blamed on miners from other districts who after committing crimes leave the area. Killings have also taken place in Barn over gold. Conflict and violence among gold miners and migrants are common in Barn mining area. The gold panners group themselves according to their places of origin.

The ward head said that when a certain group finds an area rich in gold they start to fight over the area.

“Most of the gold wars here are over areas that seem to have high gold deposits. Once other gold panners suspect that one is getting high returns from his extractions they try to take over and this results in wars. Many panners have died because of this. They simply push each other into open pits” (Community leadership Barn, 18 September 2018)

One old lady during the household focus group discussion said “Lapha ungathola indawo elegolide elinengi akumelanga utshengisele ngoba uyabulawa, ufele igolide lakhona”. (Interpreted this means when one hits a jackpot of gold they are not supposed to show off in their spending habits otherwise they get killed).

The leaders of the Barn community also highlighted that they did not like the fact that most miners in the area where from other districts. The questionnaire responses showed that from the people who responded 58% were from other districts while 42% were from Barn. The districts highlighted in the questionnaire include Filabusi, Nkayi, Kwekwe, Shurugwi and Maphisa. This was a concern raised by the leadership during the interview which made them feel that the locals were not benefiting as much because of this.

“Most of the gold panners here are from other places. When they arrive here they group themselves according to their places of origin and keep on attracting others to come and join them. A few of the locals work in these mines and I believe this is why locals are not benefiting as much as they otherwise would” (Community leadership Barn, Interview, 18 September 2018)

Also the mining agreements between claim owners and the gold panners appeared to be one sided. The agreements do not have compensation packages for those who die or get injured in mining activities. Once one is injured they lose their source of income and their ability to work, trapping them in the cycle of poverty. The other agreements are that whatever sells the claim miner makes, 50% goes to the claim owner while 30% is given to the sponsor and 20% is shared among the panners. The sponsor is the one who provides the panners with money to buy food and mining equipment to use while working at the mining site. Sometimes the panners end up getting $20 bond on a bad day to share amongst five or more people.

Cases of teenage pregnancies leading to temporary marriages were also recorded. Young
ladies in their teen ages mostly offer themselves to the gold panners for money, due to poverty. This is as a result of the influx of miners into the mining communities and immoral acts, which results in teenage pregnancies and unplanned marriages. In so doing, they end up being impregnated by the gold panners, of whom the majorities are migrants.

“My daughter, these high school girls, when they see the gold panners they see money. They are attracted by the spending habits of these panners and think that they have money everyday. On good days the panners buy beers and do braais and these young like that and they get trapped and fall pregnant. Then they discover that the panners have wives or they have left and gone to other places” (Community member, focus group discussion Barn, 18 September 2018)

When the miners leave the communities, after the mining operations are over, the affected women are not able to locate their whereabouts and are left to their fate. Some miners who are locals leave their wives to settle down with the newly found love. This was a major social problem noted during the focus group discussions.

ASM is a major source of livelihood for many households in Barn. One of the respondents in the focus group discussions with the miners said “Ngabe akula golide lapha ngakudala sahamba eGoli ngoba izinto zinzima la, akuphileki”. (Interpreted this means without gold we would have long gone to South Africa to look for better opportunities because life here is hard). Therefore the study showed that the relationship between gold panning and livelihood enhancement does exist. The income that the miners get is used to access social services such as health services and education thereby enhancing the lives of the local people at Barn. The presence of mining activities has created a demand for developments such as tarred roads, grocery shops, tuck shops, milling sites and this in turn is a form of community development.

The community developments attributed to ASM were water supply provisions, with the highest number of miners agreeing to it, followed by tarred roads and electricity. Proceeds from mining activities are also invested into agricultural inputs such as buying hoes, cattle, herbicides, seeds and fertilisers to boost agricultural output. According to Scoones (2009), agriculture is viewed as an indicator of rural livelihood enhancement Income gained from ASM changes livelihoods significantly. The results showed that the spending habits of miners enhanced their livelihoods significantly, affording them a far much better life.

Some miners have invested in physical assets such as buying cars and moving from mud houses to building brick houses in rural areas. Those who buy cars would have been lucky in their extraction. Others admitted to stealing “injumba” from their claim owners so that they can buy cars and build houses. Income varies with gold panners some make as little as $20 bond a week and at times depending on their luck they can make as much as $200 bond a week, meaning that averagely a month they can make up to $800. Making the daily individual expenditure above the poverty line of $1,00 a day. Maponga and Ngorima (2002) estimated that US$625 is an amount an average Zimbabwean family requires for a decent life. Thus these earnings make a significant contribution to livelihood enhancement.

As evidence of socio-economic growth some artisanal miners have gone on to build houses
within their homesteads, with some having accumulated some assets. Lucky one have even own a fleet of cars and have joined the taxi business. The gold panners who are fortunate enough have electricity supply in their homes. Above all livelihood through ASM has uncertainty hovering above it. Income is never cer\textit{tain}; sometimes miners can go for months without getting any gold at all. Also the extraction methods make the activity unsustainable. A key to livelihood improvement is ensuring that the natural resource base used by the poor is maintained and even improved. Sustainable livelihood strategies imply that the economic needs of individuals and communities are integrated into the maintenance of the environment. Poverty is multidimensional and the approaches to reduce it have to be similarly multidimensional: political, economic, social and environmental in nature so that the strategies to combat it become long lasting.

The mining laws in Zimbabwe are mostly concerned with large scale mining activities with ASM looked at from its illegality and negative environmental impacts. Only recently has ASM been recognised for its major contribution to the mineral output of the country. The literature review identified gaps in terms of the policies and laws that govern ASM. The major challenge existing being in devising pro-poor policies for artisanal and small-miners. There is need to understand the perception of the poor. By interacting with them, one can gain their trust to achieve a real and lasting ownership of the development process. The poorest miners need access to productive resources and appropriate knowledge of their use. In the case of artisanal and small-mining there is need to improve organisation and techniques. One method would be to channel some of the income to spur alternative production activities that demonstrate the possibility of sustainability. In most mineral rich rural communities, there is an over-reliance on mining as the sole potential economic engine. This dependence suggests a potential opportunity to invest mining income in other livelihood activities. Therefore there is an option for government to decriminalise ASM and offer support in up scaling of the mining technology. This may contribute towards poverty reduction in a sustainable way.

6. Conclusion and Recommendations

Investigation into the role of small-scale mining operations in poverty alleviation in Barn, concluded that mining activities in the area are predominantly done informally and illegally without any laid down regulations. Miners operate without any mining license and with no regard to the environment. However, the production of gold by the small-scale mining sector in the studied communities has contributed to the socio-economic lives of individuals and communities. It is believed that miners benefits more from the mining products than non-miners because they are directly involved in the mining operations in the form employment. The little that they get to sell to the informal market they get money to meet their day to day needs.

Based on the evidence from the study, it is concluded that small-scale mining gives both positives and negative effects to many individuals and households. However the socio-economic environmental, and health negative impacts of small-scale mining operations Barn outweigh the benefits derived from the mining activities. There is need for government and other stakeholders such as NGOs to have structured efforts to emancipate the locals at
Barn so that they directly benefit from the activity. It is also imperative that the government de-criminalise the activity and regulatory bodies such as EMA and law enforcement that is the police take a more pro-active stance at ASM activities. EMA could carry out periodic educational campaigns on how to carry out ASM sustainably rather than for them to be seen as reactive and an enemy to the miners’ activities. The police could assist in eliminating gold wars and criminal activities instead of them being part of the fraud system by taking bribes from miners. To address these challenges and for poverty alleviation and protection of the environment, the following recommendations could be adopted to help address the socio-economic, environmental and health challenges associated with regards to small-scale mining operations in Barn:

- **Monitoring small scale mining activities**
  There is need for the Ministry of Mines and Minerals, the Environmental Management Agency, law enforcement agencies as well as community leaders to monitor small-scale mining activities to ensure that the mining activity is carried out sustainably and that the benefits contribute to the development of the area. Government must ensure that mine claim owners pay tax so that the money is invested into development. Furthermore, security agencies should be well resourced and also motivated against bribery and corruption, in order to fight against illegal mining activities in the country. In addition, there is a limited capacity at the local community level to enforce laws related to small-scale mining in the studied communities. In view of this, the local community must ensure that laws relating to small-scale mining and other by-laws in the communities are strictly adhered to.
  Miners must be provided with clear guidelines on how to conduct their operations and periodic educational campaigns to be carried out to ensure little or no harm to the environment. Land rehabilitation programs need to be carried out periodically where miners are engaged in covering up mining pits and this activity should be incentivised. In the studied communities, there were health related diseases that were attributed to small-scale mining activities. There is therefore, the need to educate community members on environmental and health effects, such as water pollutions from gold processing using mercury and land degradation as caused by the operations of the mines. Effective education will help reduce the adverse effects of small-scale mining on health and the environment in mining communities.

- **Formation of small-scale mining associations**
  Small-scale miners should form associations that will interact regularly with all stakeholders in the mining sector. This should involve representatives from each traditional council in the municipality. These associations will help discuss major issues regarding the small-scale mining sector, such streamlining of mining operations, procedures on loans acquisition, training on mercury use and application of technology, in order to increase productivity

- **Land rehabilitation**
  ASM activities have left open pits which are 30 metres deep. There is the need to reclaim lost lands through tree planting exercises and the filling of dug-out pits in the affected communities. According to the requirements of the Forest Commission one has to plant
two trees after cutting one tree. The dug-out pits are very dangerous and threaten the livelihoods of people as they result in livestock being trapped underground. Hence to reduce land degradation and loss of biodiversity, gold panners have to backfill the dug out pits. This will go a long way in protecting livestock from falling into pits and will save human lives. It will also ensure that the activity is done sustainably and that people secure a continuous income, trimming down the high rate of unemployment. Small-scale miners and mine claim owners should also be encouraged to pay taxes and fines paid under the Community Share Ownership Trust (CSOT) so that the community is developed in terms of building schools, clinics and drilling boreholes.

- **Provision of compensations packages**
  The Ministry of Mines and Minerals should put in place laws that protect people who work as gold panners for mine claim owners. Commensurable compensation packages should be given to individuals who are injured during the mining activities. There should be no delay or denial of such payments to the affected heads of households to ensure that their livelihoods are not negatively affected. Thus, compensations paid must be commensurate in order not to make the injured worse off as sometimes they are left in a state that does not allow them to carry out any economic activity.

- **Provision of clean water sources**
  Miners in the Barn mining area are mainly dependent on the water that they get from the dug pits. Once they see the water coming up they use it for cooking and drinking. This exposes the miners to a lot of water borne diseases such as cholera and typhoid. Also because of lack of proper ablution facilities, the miners sometimes relieve themselves in the same pits that they get water from. This exposes the miners to a lot of health related risks and the surrounding community expressed their concern during the focus group discussions as they also feared contracting diseases such as cholera. There is therefore need for alternative water sources to be put up in areas prevalent with the ASM activities. The government and other stakeholders including community leaders should ensure that boreholes are drilled on mining sites so that miners have access to clean water.

- **Financial and legal support**
  Financial institutions, NGOs and the government must improve upon the capital base for miners in order to sustain their livelihoods. The government can offer financial assistance through soft loans or micro credit facilities in order to expand their operational activities. Besides, small-scale miners should be assisted with legal and organizational supports to streamline their activities. Most miners in Barn suffer because of the conditions they agree to as they seek assistance to secure equipment and tools for their mining activities. Currently in Barn whatever ore is extracted fifty percent of the sells is given to the claim owner, while thirty percent is given to the sponsor and the miners who do the hard labour are left with twenty percent to share among themselves. From that twenty percent they have to pay back the sponsor for the food they ate during their activities. At the end of the day the miners’ income becomes a “hand to mouth” scenario with little to no savings at all.

- **Awareness campaigns on HIV and substance abuse**
Gold panners get themselves involved in risky behaviour as coping strategies to the harsh conditions that the panners are exposed to and as a way of entertainment. Most of them spend their money on prostitutes, beer and marijuana commonly called “mbanje” in Barn. Gold panners’ involvement with prostitutes results in high prevalence of HIV/AIDS. There is need to educate miners on the dangers of engaging in unprotected sexual activities. The Ministry of Health can spearhead such projects providing easy access to condoms. After sleeping with prostitutes who are infected some miners might go back home and infect their spouses unknowingly. Awareness campaigns should therefore not reach out to the miners only but also to the mining communities. Some miners resort to getting intoxicated on marijuana and beer. This makes some of them to be violent and engage in criminal activities. Some of the gold wars that take place are of miners who are already high. When the police and the village leaders were interviewed they highlighted that they were cases reported of gold panners involved in looting from households and breaking into homes raping women and girls. The chief alluded to the fact that such cases have been on the rise with perpetrators escaping from police custody. This raises need for awareness campaigns on the dangers of substance abuse to both the user and the community.

➤ Licensing and giving claims
The Ministry of Mines and Minerals needs to also consider a policy where by mining claims are given only to the people who are indigenous to that particular mineral rich area. This will ensure that development takes place where mining takes place. It will also reduce criminal activities that seem to be widespread and caused by miners from other areas. There is need to fast track processes of acquisition of mineral rights, the right to renew, transfer and mortgaging mineral rights Gold panners associations also need to be set up with clear leadership structures. This will help in regulating the activities of the miners and accounting in terms of the social and environmental ills caused by ASM. There is need to regularise and formalise all gold mining activities through licensing, giving permanent claims and operating permits at lower costs. This will enable panners to recoup some of the added costs in the form of taxes.
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